
2014—Kabardian People 
     
        Like many other Kabardian newly-married couples in Nal’chik, capital of Kabardino/Balkaria Republic, 
Azamat and Zalena exit the government building where marriages are registered and—in a noisy honking caravan 
with family and friends—drive their way to Pse Zhyg (“Tree of Life”).  They lay flowers, hear solemn words from 
the wedding master and extend upturned palms as an imam prays.  Why – with the later exuberance of traditional 
dancing, joyful feasting, accordion and drum playing, celebratory pistols firing into the air – is this sober, serious 
place an obligatory first stop?   
        The Kabardians—over one million total in worldwide  
population, perhaps 600,000 in the North Caucasus—are  
the largest surviving ‘tribe’ of the northwestern Caucasus’  
Circassian language family.   [The Adyghe are the other  
surviving Circassian major people group in the Caucasus.] 
In an earlier era, venerating sacred trees – also mountains,  
horses, fire and a pantheon of gods – was part of the  
Kabardians’eclectic pagan/Christian/Islamic blend of  
religious practices.  But this “Tree of Life,” its seven sets  
of branches woven to form a skyward arrow, is a monu- 
ment to the victims of the century-long Russo-Circassian  
wars that ended in 1864. Considering the Circassians’ epic 
devastation and the tragic expulsion/emigration/destruction 
of ninety percent of their population from their homelands 
in Russia, the Kabardians’ national survival in any form  
into modern times is almost unbelievable. So now, every  
Kabardian wedding represents future hope for a people  
who came so dangerously close to ethnic extermination. 
        For all their past plights, Kabardians embody some  
remarkable aspects of human beauty and strength.  If a  
people’s proverbs reveal their cultural values, attentive  
hospitality certainly ranks high.   One can find a hundred  
folk sayings on the sacred duties of host-guest relationships  
in Kabardian “khabze,” that is, their traditional norms of  
behavior or customary protocol.  For example, “A guest is  
a messenger from God.”  Or, “The guest of a Kabardian is as safe as if protected by a fortress.”    
        Honor for elders and those with recognized status is also a value.  One familiar with the rules of Khabze would 
be able to tell which persons in a line of folks walking abreast down a sidewalk are accorded the proper places of 
respect in that line.  Khabze would also determine the intentional seating arrangement in a living room conversation 
or at a meal.  Youth are trained to serve and defer to elders. 
        Kabardian national dances reveal this code of honor.  The straight backs, regal movements and modest 
costuming all display a dignity and pride in Kabardian heritage. 
        Yet this precious people have darkened hearts like all human beings.  Equal to hospitality as a cultural value is 
the code of blood revenge.  While not always literally practiced, it underscores a generationally ingrained 
defensiveness and unwillingness to reconcile offenses.  Corruption in spheres of life from politics to academics to 
business degrades society.  Once characterized by folk Islam, Kabardians are now increasingly plagued by an 
encroaching attraction to radicalism among many youth.  Attacks and counterattacks between rebels and mili-
tary/police both claim innocent lives and exacerbate instability, and deepen bitterness and mistrust in the region.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
     

       

  MAP showing present locations of Circassians [dark-shaded 
regions] in southern Russia, Turkey, and the Middle East. 
    ---- Note the outlined rectangular region in southern 
Russia—the Adyghe are located in the two black areas at the 
west end; the Kabardians in the two black areas in the center. 
Eastern Kabardians(over 500,000) live in Kabardino/Balkaria.  
Central Kabardians(under 100,000) live in Karachai/Cherkessia 
and are also known as Cherkess, while language is common.   
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 Kabardian-language region  of southern Russia: 
         Major CITIES with Mixed Kabardian Population: 
1. NAL’CHIK (capital of Kabardino-Balkaria) 
2. CHERKESSK (capital of Karachai-Cherkessia) 
3. PROKLADNIY        5. TYRN-YAUZ      7. KHA-BEZ (Kar/Cherk)       
4. MAISKY                  6. MOZDOK        8. ADIG-KHABL’ (Kar/Ch) 
      Kabardian CITIES, Towns, Villages:  
1. Verkhni Kurp           26. Staryy Urukh            51. Karagach 
2. Inarkoy                    27. Terekskoye              52. Psynshoko  
3. Nizhni Kurp             28. Urvan                       53. Shitkhala 
4. Malgobek                29. Verkhni Lesken       54. Nartan 
5. Akveduk                  30. Zhemtala                 55. Shalushka 
6. Khamidiye               31. Verkhnaya Zhemtala 56. Kenzhe 
7. Novoye Khamidiye  32. Zaragizh                  57. CHEGEM        
8. Malyy Terek            33. Aushiger                  58. Kishpek 
9. Oshgakhakh            34. Psygansu                59. Bakhsanenok 
10. Urozhai-noye         35. Argudan                  60. Psykhurey 
11. Kuyan                    36. Staryy Cherek         61. BAKSAN 
12. Dzhulat                  37. Trud-Gorets            62. Dugulubgey 
13. Arik                        38. Psynabo                 63. Lechinkay 
14. Psynashkho          39. Kakhun                    64. Zhankhoteko 
15. Vladimirovskiy       40. Mazdakha               65. Zayukovo 
16. Nizhniy Akbash     41. NARTKALA             66. Islamey 
17. Verkhni Akbash     42. Psykod                    67. Sovkhoznoye 
18. TEREK                  43. Kabardinka              68. Kuba-Taba 
19. Deyskoye              44. Altud                        69. Kuba 
20. Planovskoye         45. Dakhapsika              70. Malka 
21. Kalezh                   46. Morzokh                   71. Kurkuzhin 
22. Druzhba                47. Zhelyansu                72. Sarmakovo 
23. Urukh                    48. Germenchik             73. Kamlyuko 
24. Yerokko                49. Chernaya Rechka    74. Zalukodes 
25. ANZOREY            50. Shchegolya              75. Zol’skoye 

*    Against this backdrop, the 75-100 scattered Kabardian 
believers have an opportunity to shine as lights.   PRAY for 
boldness, unity, and vision.     Isaiah 60: 1-3     Philippians 2:15 
*   PRAY for the circulation of translated Scriptures into 
Kabardian cultural circles.  The Kabardian New Testament was 
published in 2011. Audio versions of Luke, Ruth & Jonah are 
also prepared—and soon Proverbs.  PRAY for the completion 
of the entire Bible in Kabardian in the next decade.   Heb.4:12 
*   PRAY that spiritual barriers that have kept the gospel from 
advancing would be broken down.    II Corinthians 10: 3-5 
*   ASK for divinely prepared people who will believe the good 
news and also lovingly, courageously share it throughout their 
entire relational network.   Matthew 9: 36-38       Luke 10: 1-9   
*   PRAY for a reproducing, culturally relevant movement of 
faith – that Jesus can be seen as ‘fully dressed in Kabardian 
clothes.’   PRAY miracles, visions, dreams and other means 
would pave the way for a response to Jesus.   Hebrews 2: 3-4 
*   BESEECH  God that thousands upon thousands of 
Kabardians might someday experience eternal hope and 
refreshment at The Tree of Life -- Revelation 2:7; 22:1-3 -- 
whose leaves are for the healing of the nations! 
 
       

 Kabardian Cities, Towns, Villages (continued): 
76. Kamennomostskoye    Karachai/Cherkessia 
77. Batekh                         91. Abazakt 
78. Psynodakha                92. Malyy Zelenchuk 
79. ZALUKOKOAZHE       93. Bavuko 
80. Zol’skaya                     94. Psauch’ye-Dakhe 
81. Nizhneetokskiy            95. Kosh-Khabl’ 
82. Etoko                           96. Zeyuko 
83. Tambukan                   97. Ali-Berdukovskiy 
84. Svetlovodskoye           98. Zhako 
85. Les’gorye                    99. Inzhi-Chishkho 
86. Shardakovo               100. Besleney 
87. Kichmalka                  101. Vako-Zhile 
88. Etoka                          102. Baralki 
89. Lyubimov                    103. Ersakon 
90. Yutsa                          104. Kara-Pago 

 

 

 
    Baksan Gorge  -- Kabardino/Balkaria 

 Kabardian Family --   19th Century 

View of NAL’CHIK – Capital of Kabardino-
Balkaria [Note—Caucasus Mts in background] 


